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Abo ut

Tea LC | Tea Leaf Co. is Canada’s newest online premium loose
leaf tea shop, offering organic tea handpicked from tea gardens
around the world. We source our tea from ethical farms that
grow their tea in healthy soil. Our farmers are as passionate about
quality and the environment as we are. We want people to see us
as the clean, ethical and healthy choice.

Mission

We are committed to promoting healthy living through
exclusive offerings of all-natural, organic loose leaf teas. Good
for you, good for the earth.
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Audience
··  Female
··  20-55 years old
··  Tea lovers
··  Super cool
··  Culturally diverse
··  Busy
··  Energetic
··  Healthy lifestyle
··  Environmentally conscious
··  Online shoppers
··  Social media savvy
··  Single, parents, and everything
in between

Channels
These style guidelines relate to all of Tea Leaf Co.’s communications.
While the bulk of our communications are over the web, we do
like to send our customers print messages with every purchase.
This includes a handwritten letter from our awesome founder
Steph and a cute postcard. Web communications includes our
website, blog and social media channels.
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Logo
Primary Logo

Secondary Logo

Usage

Primary Logo
Secondary Logo
Tertiary Logo
Special Logo

Tertiary Logo

Special Logo

W
Web (ex. banners)
Product labels, wrapping sticker, print
Social media, print
Special occasions

Do not change the colours of the logos. The Primary Logo must
sit on a white background and the Secondary Logo may only sit
on a solid colour background.
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Colour

Our company colours are fun and quirky just like our customers.
From calm and casual Baby Blue to flirty Hot Magenta, our colours
are as yummy as our teas.

Baby
Blue

HEX #b1e1f2
Calming
RGB (177,225,242) Casual
CMYK (27,7,0,5)
Happy

Warm
Chocolate HEX #8e744b
RGB (142,116,75)
Cozy
Brown
CMYK (0,18,47,44) Comfy

Sea
Foam

HEX #7fc9c3
RGB (127,201,195)
CMYK (37,0,3,21)

Fun
Youthful
Trendy

Hot
Magenta

HEX #d93773
Flirty
RGB (217,55,115)
Confident
CMYK (0,75,47,15) Free
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Typeface
Tea Leaf Co. uses the Montserrat Font Family (Regular and
Bold) for web copy. For print copy, we use Helvetica. For
titles on web banners, print ads and postcards, we use the
brush script Heartwell.
Montserrat, 10-12pt
A light chai with soft cinnamon chocolate undertones and a perfect
blend of sweetness and spice. The addition of Rooibos mellows out
the strong black tea and delivers a coppery infusion with a seductive inviting aroma.

Helvetica, 10-12pt

Great care has gone into curating each blend and we recommend spending at least 15 minutes of uninterrupted time daily to slurp and enjoy a little
slice of happiness.
Heartwell, 24-36pt, 136% kerning

Happiness is here! 100%
Certified Organic
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Tone
Our tone is fun, cute, quirky, a little bit risqué, honest, current,
and punny.
We LOVE to make jokes, especially tea puns. We’re all mature adults,
so we also like to include a dash of suggestion (hey, what can we
say? Tea drinking is a pleasurable experience). Pop culture references
are a-okay as well (especially poking fun at Justin Bieber).

Example 1:
Reaching tea nirvana just got easier and better! As tea-aholics, we
know EXACTLY how to get you there. It’s our mission possible! We’re
guessing that’s why you’re here. Either that or your Google search for
‘steamy liaisons’ went horribly awry – sorry to disappoint some of you.
Since we’re onto your little ‘dir-tea’ secret, we know that you crave the
tea-gasmic feeling in your tummy, relaxation and taste sensation of a
steamy loose leaf brew hitting your tea spot. It’s understandable. Who
wouldn’t want to reach cuppa climax multiple times a day?
Yet achieving tea ecstasy is so damn difficult these days, with more
loose leaf tea retailers to choose from than you can shake your infuser
at; too many blends of worse quality than Justin Bieber’s voice without
auto tune; and more varieties than costume changes at a Florence and
The Machine concert.
Luckily, it’s our business to take care of fellow brew nerds during
these tough tea times.
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Tone Cont’d
All jokes aside, at the end of the day we want to promote healthy
living and caring for the environment. Here is where we should
be honest and thoughtful. Climate change is no laughing matter
and neither are the conditions of many workplaces around the
world. Try to remain upbeat and hopeful though—we get enough
bad news everyday as it is!

Example 2:
Earth isn’t like loose leaf varieties – there’s only one. Tea Leaf Co.
cares deeply about the health of our humble rock that we call
home, so we’re meticulous about where our teas and ingredients
come from. Our happy, planet-loving farmers and suppliers are
just as passionate about quality and the environment as we are.

The Tone Checklist:
• Is my language clear? Does it convey my message?
• Is it fun, punny and quirky? Will it make someone smile?
• Is it honest? Is it straightforward and sincere?
• Is it progressive? Is it forward-thinking and conscious of
important social issues?
• Is it current? Does it reference current and relevant pop culture?
• Is it a bit risqué? Would it make someone giggle and blush?
Note: Your message doesn’t need to reflect every single
brand value in every written piece.
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Rules

1. There are no rules.
Just kidding! There actually are a few rules to keep in mind when
writing and designing for Tea Leaf Co.:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

When referring to the company, spell the name either Tea LC
or Tea Leaf Co. Do NOT write “TLC” or “Tea Leaf Company.”
Mild swearing is allowed, just don’t be vulgar (see Tone Example 1).
Do not change the logo colours (see Logo section for details).
Set body copy in “sentence case.” You may use all caps for
emphasis, though only for one word at a time. Do not abuse
the Caps Lock key! (See Tone Example 1)
Always align text left.
Feel free to use exclamation marks and other fun punctuation
(but make sure it’s proper grammar).

And that’s it! Follow this style guide and pretty soon you’ll speaking
our tea language!
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